[Various prognostic aspects in squamous epithelial cervix carcinoma of clinical stage I-III].
On base of the 5-year healing a report is given about the relationship between prognosis and histological grade of differentiation by epithelial carcinoma of the cervix. For this purpose uniform cases were choses, by which both histological and clinical judgement took place. A near correlation between grade of differtiation and prognosis was found. The 5-year healing amounted by stage I 73.5%, by stage II 56.3%, by stage III 27.5% and by stage IV 0%. Taking all stages of the epithelial carcinoma of the cervix together, the 5-year healing was reached by the differentiated carcinoma in 94% of cases, whereas only 52.4% of the middleripe and 9.2% of the undifferentiated carcinoma were able to reach the same. A near relationship between the biological valence of the tumor and prognosis was found.